**Program «Good-neighbours»**

**Perfection of the mechanisms of foreign citizens attraction and use for the labour activity in Russian Federation**

**Employers**
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**Employment agency**

**Multifunctional interregional centers of migrants assistance**

**System of absorption, legalization and distribution at workplaces**

**Astrakhan**  
**Samara**  
**Orenburg**  
**Novosibirsk**  
**Barnaul**

**Russian Federation border**

**Representative offices of the Fund in CIS countries**

**Representative offices of the Fund in CIS countries**

**Representative offices of the Fund in CIS countries**

**Representative offices of the Fund in CIS countries**

**Work migrants from CIS countries.**

**Work migrants classifications by gradation of Russian Federal Migration Service:**
- Eminently qualified workers
- Average and plain qualified workers
- House workers

**The objects of maintenance:**
1. Federal level:
   - National projects;
   - The State corporations;
2. Regional level:
   - The Large enterprises;
   - Transport;
3. Municipal level:
   - Housing and communal services;
   - Consumer services and so on;
4. Private business

**The Centers provide various services:**
- Juridical assistance (Documents legalization, legal advice, etc);
- Medical express-examination with posterior delivery of necessary medical references;
- Providing of a complex of services in sphere of employment, social and other services;
- Assistance to work migrants in applying for permission to work;
- Placing transit migrants at the hotels;

**Employers**

**Employment agency**

**Representative offices of the Fund in CIS countries**

**Information about employers and vacancies.**

**Preliminary preparation of the necessary documents for those migrants who are going to Russia.**

**Transferring information about those migrants who are going to work in Russia to the database of the Russian Federation Federal Migration Service for check (by their approbation).**

**Information about legal regulation of their stay in Russia.**

**Information about the addresses of Multifunctional interregional centers in Russia.**
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